 WO GREAT PROGRAMS THAT PUT GRINS TO GO®
T
BAGS INTO CHILDREN’S HANDS

For company team building and philanthropy

An easy online way to donate bags for children

FUN. IT’S IN
THE BAG!
Grins to Go bags are filled with amusing gifts and
activities that will inspire any child – whether in a
hospital, waiting room or on a long car ride. Each
drawstring bag is assembled by volunteers and then
donated to hospitals and other organizations. When
one child receives a dose of laughter, another child
is enriched through a UnitedHealthcare Children’s
Foundation (UHCCF) medical grant – made possible
by the proceeds raised by those who purchase bags
through corporate giving or personal donations.

Available at
Amazon.com
Learn more at
UHCCF.org

Choose the program
that’s right for you.
Delivering Grins and Grins2 are uplifting programs
that bring smiles to young faces while funding
future UHCCF medical grants for children.

Delivering Grins®
This program comes to your company with amazing
team-building activities that benefit children in
need. UHCCF will work with you to design a program
that meets your philanthropic and team-building
goals. You’ll enjoy fun activities to assemble Grins
to Go bags, and we can even help coordinate
deliveries to your local charities. If you value the
impact of meaningful teamwork and philanthropy,
talk to Scott Otto (scott_d_otto@uhg.com) about
Delivering Grins today.

Grins2™
Purchasing and donating Grins to Go bags online is
fast and easy at UHCCF.org. Simply visit our Grins2
web page, select the children’s hospital, Ronald
McDonald Home or Family Room for your donation,
then choose the number of bags you’d like to give.
We take care of the rest. You can also purchase
Grins to Go bags on Amazon for personal gifts to
the children of your choice. Every bag sold will bring
smiles to 2 kids!

Improving children’s
lives, one grant and
smile at a time.

Delivering Grins®, Grins2™ and Grins to
Go® bags are offered exclusively through
the UnitedHealthcare Children’s Foundation
(UHCCF). This 501(c)(3) charitable organization
provides medical grants to help children
gain access to health-related services not
covered, or not fully covered, by their parents’
commercial health insurance plan. Families
can receive up to $5,000 annually per child
($10,000 lifetime maximum per child), and
do not need to have insurance through
UnitedHealthcare to be eligible.
UHCCF was founded in 1999. Since 2007,
UHCCF has awarded more than 10,000
grants valued at over $29M to children and
their families across the United States.
UHCCF’s funding is provided by contributions
from individuals, corporations and UnitedHealth
Group employees. To apply, donate or learn
more, please visit UHCCF.org.
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